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Many states are passing “free” college plans, and policymakers at both the state and federal level continue to debate the

merits of national “free college” or “debt-free college” proposals, also known as Promise programs. Within that debate

runs discussions about the merits of various features of Promise program design, including whether to include two- or

four-year institutions (or both); what costs to cover (tuition, fees, books, housing, transportation, etc., up to the entire

cost of attendance); whether to cover all of tuition, let students use other aid to cover non-tuition costs (“first-dollar”

programs), or only cover leftover tuition costs after taking into account other aid (“last-dollar” programs); and whether

to only cover “unmet financial need”—in other words, a debt-free program that only covers costs that students would

otherwise rely on loans to cover. These design choices likely impact how many new people will enroll in college.

Both federal and state “free” college proposals are geared toward a policy objective of not just reducing costs for students

already intent on pursuing higher education, but also changing behavior to increase access and entry into higher

education. Specifically, an important goal of financial aid such as Promise programs is to increase overall student

demand to attend college—particularly amongst low-income students who would otherwise be deterred due to the real

or perceived high cost of attending college. A number of observers have questioned whether existing infrastructure could

accommodate increased demand resulting from new affordability efforts; and if not, what could be done to provide for

the new students. While this concern will not pertain to all systems that launch new Promise programs, it will likely

affect some states and most federal proposals. In some states, college enrollments have been flat due to a robust

economy and fewer high school graduates, and any enrollment increases from Promise programs could fill available

college slots. In other cases, and depending on the scale and demographics of the state, a major affordability effort might

increase the need for new slots. At the federal level, the scale of some of the most expansive national free and debt-free

college proposals make it likely that those proposals would expand enrollment beyond current capacity. And if the

program is well-designed, it will bring in students coming from under-resourced schools and who most need the kinds of

supports that only adequately financed institutions can provide.

How ought states, or their federal policymaking counterparts, project impact on enrollment and cover these increased

costs of enrolling more students and serving those students well? The tuition paid for by a Promise program only covers

a percentage of what it costs to educate that student. With a program that reaches a large number of students and

provides substantial benefits, institutions may need funding beyond tuition dollars to respond to any significant increase

in demand. Without that support, policymakers and institutions will face the choice of (1) serving more students with

even fewer dollars per student, a challenge particularly at community colleges; or (2) reducing the number of seats

available by restricting admissions—which may in turn harm access for the most underrepresented students, and detract

from initial policy goals of expanding college enrollment.1
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Some skeptics may say that potential capacity constraints may be reason enough to shy away from bolder, more universal

affordability efforts. Others have rightfully cautioned that without focusing more resources on the systems that launch

Promise programs, those programs could have unintended consequences for low-income students, who may have the

fewest resources to navigate access to limited seats, or are more likely to attend resource-constrained schools.

Going forward, policymakers should embrace the prospects of increased access as a policy win, while thoughtfully

preparing for the real financing needs institutions would face to serve new students well—particularly should they

coincide with other scenarios that increase enrollment, such as economic downturns. In this report, we will lay out for

states interested in starting a Promise program what they need to know about a program’s potential for increasing

demand, and how to go about designing and implementing their program in a way that anticipates capacity challenges.

We also offer guidance to federal policymakers interested in a national free or debt-free proposal, discussing how

federal–state partnerships can contribute to effectively meeting increased demand.

First, we summarize the literature on the impact of financial aid and price on college student enrollment, surveying

research on “free” college programs, financial aid programs, and tuition rate changes. Our review of the literature on

financial aid programs is not exhaustive. Our review shows potentially significant effects from programs, but illuminates

how difficult projecting those effects can be. Some programs may increase enrollment at community colleges, but do so

by diverting enrollment from four-year colleges. Others may show effects but have vastly different designs than most

new free college programs. Second, we review the ways in which states and public colleges budget for new enrollees.

Finally, we propose a policy framework for using existing research to adequately fund institution capacity needs that may

result from new large-scale affordability programs.

How Existing Affordability Efforts Have Affected Enrollment

Going forward, policymakers should embrace the prospects of
increased access as a policy win, while thoughtfully preparing for
the real financing needs institutions would face to serve new
students well.
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Research on Promise programs is still in its infancy phases, as numerous states and localities are in the midst of early

implementation of these programs. However, we can combine what we know so far about the effects of Promise

programs on enrollment with long-standing research on student enrollment changes in response to both financial aid

and tuition hikes to better understand how future free, debt-free, or generous financial aid programs might affect the

number of students enrolling in college.

Enrollment Impacts of Promise Programs

First, we will look at the effects of Promise programs directly. While causal analyses of the impact of new statewide

Promise programs on enrollment is limited, we can look to older state programs, local Promise programs, and

preliminary descriptive data from newer Promise programs to begin to understand how program designs may affect

enrollment. Given what we know from other financial aid research, the type and degree of impact on enrollment likely

has some relation to (1) how simple the program is for students to navigate, and (2) the financial generosity of the

program. Below is a description of existing programs, based on the studies available, and in Table 1, we display estimates

of the impact of Promise aid.  While the effects of free college vary, descriptive data of state-level programs show raw

enrollment number increases in participating institutions of up to 25 percent, and studies that control for selection bias

show increases in the likelihood of college enrollment of as high as 24 percentage points.

Tennessee Promise. The Tennessee Promise program began in fall 2015 and covers tuition and fees for students

attending any technical or community college in the state.  Because the scholarship is last-dollar—students must exhaust

all other sources of state and federal aid before qualifying—the average award is just $1,000. The program also provides

mentorship to participants and had significant involvement from a variety of stakeholders, from high school

administrators to policymakers.  According to descriptive data, first-time freshman enrollment has increased by 25

percent at Tennessee community colleges and by 20 percent at Tennessee technical colleges since the program began in

2015.  While some of this may be attributed to some students attending two-year instead of four-year institutions, the

overall college-going rate of recent high school graduates has increased by 5 percentage points since the program

started.  The program initially restricted eligibility to recent high school graduates, but in 2018, the state rolled out an

adult-focused Promise program that has gotten significant interest in its first semester.  While we still do not have clear

causal evidence of the impact of Tennessee’s Promise, it seems likely that the program has had at least some impact on

the increase in college participation in the state in recent years.

Oregon Promise. Oregon has a last-dollar program (with a $1,000 award offered to students who already have their

tuition covered, known as “middle dollar”), available to recent high school graduates attending community colleges. In

fall 2014, the percentage of all recent eighteen-year-old high school graduates (or GED holders) enrolled in community
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college was 20.3 percent, and in fall 2015, this percentage was 20.9 percent. In the first year that funds were available

(fall 2016), 23.3 percent of eighteen-year-olds enrolled in community colleges. Increases in enrollment occurred at a

time when overall community college enrollment fell nationally: from fall 2015 to fall 2016, enrollment of eighteen-year-

olds at public universities declined from 19.4 percent to 17.9 percent.  While there is not yet causal analysis available to

know whether the program indeed was responsible for the increased demand among its target population (recent high

school graduates), it is accurate to state that the Oregon Promise may have had a modest impact on enrollment.

TABLE 1

Enrollment Changes at Colleges after Promise Program Implementation

Statewide Programs Local/Sub-State Programs

Tennessee Oregon
New

York
Indiana Oklahoma

32 Local-level

programs
Knox Achieves

Percent

change in

raw college

enrollment

numbers

+25 pp at

community

colleges

+20 pp at

technical

colleges

amongst

eligible

population

–

No

data

yet

–

+9 pp to +22

pp at eligible

community

colleges

Percentage

point (pp)

change in

percent of

students

enrolled in

college after

high school

+2.4 pp in

overall CC

enrollment

amongst

eligible

population

No

data

yet

+29 pp

difference

between

participants

and non-

participants

+28 to +43

pp difference

between

participant

and non-

participants

+3 to +5 pp in

two-year college

enrollment

-5.2 pp in four-

year college

Percentage

8
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point (pp)

change in

the

likelihood of

college

enrollment

– –

No

data

yet

+13 to 21

pp after

accounting

for selection

bias

+24.2 pp after

matching with

students in non-

participating

schools

Note: “-” denotes that this outcome was not analyzed as part of the study cited. “CC” = community college.

Source: Compiled by authors. Program characteristics, data points, and methodology employed vary across studies, so these estimates are not

directly comparable.

Indiana 21st Century Scholars. The Indiana 21st Century Scholars (TFCS) program is an income-capped, first-dollar

free college program that requires an early commitment from students during middle school. Students who are eligible

for free or reduced-price lunch who have a 2.5 GPA in high school can receive funds to cover 100 percent of tuition and

fees at in-state public colleges.  In one study, researchers found that 85 percent of TFCS completers went to college, as

opposed to 56 percent of non-TFCS students.  Another study that sought to account for selection bias in the program

found that students enrolled in the program were 13 to 21 percentage points more likely to enroll in college compared to

their peers with similar characteristics.  In other words, this first-dollar, income-capped program had a significant

impact on students’ college-going behavior.

Oklahoma Promise. The Oklahoma Promise, started in 1992, provides recent high school graduates from families

earning less than $55,000 with a full first-dollar tuition award at two- and four-year, public and private colleges in the

state.  Descriptive data on the program shows that college-going rates for Oklahoma Promise students were 85 percent

in 2016 compared to 44 percent for non-Promise students. From 2007 to 2016, Promise students enrolled in college at

rates 28–43 percentage points higher than did non-Promise students. Promise students also attend college full-time at

higher rates, at 94 percent in 2016–17 compared to 87 percent among non-Promise students (this gap ranges from 6 to

11 percentage points in years 2010–11 to 2016–17).  Unlike the evaluations of the Indiana program, none of that analysis

accounts for the selection bias of the students likely to sign up for the program in high school, and thus it is hard to know

how impactful this targeted program was on students who would not otherwise have enrolled in college.

Local-level Promise programs in aggregate.  In a forthcoming study, researchers analyzed the impact of thirty-two

local-level Promise programs from across the nation on the enrollment of first-time, full-time, degree/credential-seeking

students at eligible community colleges. Analyses of data from 1998–99 to 2015–16 show an average enrollment increase

of 9 percent to 22 percent after program implementation.  Programs that awarded full tuition for the completion of an

associate’s degree did not produce enrollment impacts that differed from programs offering less than full tuition.
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Knox Achieves. The Knox Achieves program, a local program for Knox County high school graduates that began with

the class of 2009, was the predecessor to the statewide Tennessee Promise. Knox Achieves provided a last-dollar

scholarship with a significant mentorship component  that covered tuition and fees for attendance at any Tennessee

community or technical college. Findings on Knox County participants from 2006–07 to 2010–11 indicate an increase of

3 to 5 percentage points in the percent of high school students directly enrolling in a two-year college, and that

participants were 24.2 percentage points more likely to enroll directly in college than student non-participants from the

same metro area. On the other hand, Knox Achieves students were 5.3 percentage points less likely to enroll directly in a

four-year college.  Given the role of support services, it is hard to disentangle their effects from the effect of the aid itself.

Kalamazoo Promise. The Kalamazoo Promise covers four years of tuition and fees on a first-dollar basis at any two- or

four-year college in Michigan. The scholarship is available to all students who attended all four years of high school and

graduated from Kalamazoo Public Schools.  One study found that the Kalamazoo Promise increased the likelihood of

students enrolling in any college within six months of high school graduation by 14 percent, and the chance of students

enrolling in a four-year college by 23 percent.  Still another study found that high school graduates from the Kalamazoo

Public Schools increased their college enrollment by 11.1 percentage points compared to high school graduates in the

poor urban school districts.  Kalamazoo is an example of a first-dollar, clearly messaged program that has shown

significant impact on enrollment.

Enrollment Impacts of Other Financial Aid Programs

Enrollment in college typically increases when students experience a decline in net cost, whether the financial aid is

allocated via need-based grants,  institutional merit-based aid,  or state merit-based aid.  Broadly speaking, a $1,000

decrease in net costs produces a 2 to 4 percentage point increase in undergraduate enrollment.

In one study using data from students in 1997–98 to 2001–02, researchers simulated the probability of high school-to-

college enrollment based on different combinations of expected aid and actual aid.  The likelihood of enrollment was

related to student expectations about the amount of aid they will receive. In one example, low-income white students

had a baseline 33 percent likelihood of enrolling in college, and when these students did not receive aid, their predicted

likelihood of enrollment dropped to 17 percent.

Previous research additionally suggests that enrollment changes in response to the federal Pell grant aid program ranges

from no impact up to a 4 percentage point increase in enrollment for non-traditional students, with researchers

speculating that the program’s complexity limits its enrollment impact.  Studies have found that aid programs with

simple eligibility criteria, such as some merit programs, while often not targeted in addressing financial need gaps or in
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reaching underrepresented students, are associated with increases in total enrollments at target institutions.  And

offering students help in navigating need-based aid has a clear effect: an intervention study showed that when assistance

was offered to dependent students (considered dependent for tax-filing purposes) on filling out the Free

Application for Federal Student Aid (FAFSA), these students were 8 percentage points more likely to enroll in college—

though the enrollment effect on independent students was just 1.5 percentage points.

Finally, studies of aid programs that offer generous, universal benefits that are similar to those offered by free college

programs suggest that such programs have resulted in significant increases at times, but at other times have had limited

or no impact. The D.C. Tuition Assistance Grant, which provides a $10,000 grant to all Washington, D.C. residents,

increased college enrollment numbers by about 10 percent.  Additionally, the former Social Security student benefit for

college attendance—equivalent to the receipt of grant aid of $1,000—increased the probability of college attendance

among eighteen-to-twenty-year-olds (the beneficiaries of the Social Security school program) by approximately 3.6

percentage points.  Research also suggests that the Pittsburgh Promise, a last-dollar $5,000-a-year grant towards

college costs for graduates of public high schools in Pittsburgh,  increased the likelihood of attendance at a four-year

college (versus not attending college), but did not increase attendance at two-year colleges.  Lastly, a recent analysis of

the small-scale Degree Project in Milwaukee, which covered up to $12,000 in college tuition at randomly selected high

schools, did not show measurable impact on college-going behavior.  The authors attribute these null results to its

performance requirements and lack of college-going supports, such as advising or mentoring, provided for students at

those high schools.

Enrollment Impacts of Changes to Tuition Rates (“Sticker Price”)

Researchers have additionally examined how college enrollment changes due to changes in published tuition prices, or

sticker price, and changes in net price (typically defined as tuition or cost of attendance minus aid). Results suggest that

enrollment at both two- and four-year colleges increases in response to reductions in sticker price, and in fact, increases

are larger compared to an equivalent increase in grant aid.  To the extent that new financial aid or Promise programs

are perceived as tuition reductions, these studies provide relevant evidence to project how enrollment may change in

response to them.

One study found that at public four-year colleges, a $100 increase in tuition and fees produced a 0.25 percent decline in

enrollment (total headcount), based on data from 1991 to 2006.  The same study found that large tuition increases

elicit disproportionate enrollment responses, which seem specifically in terms of the number of credits students take on,

and that the impact of tuition increases are particularly felt at top-tier research universities.  In a study of Texas

community college districts using data from 1994 to 2005, a $1,000 increase in annual tuition levels (sticker price)
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decreased first-time enrollment in the fall after high school by 2.8 percentage points. This same increase decreased in-

district enrollment by 3.8 percentage points.  Additionally, the researcher estimated that a decrease of $1,000 in tuition

per semester is expected to increase the number of high school graduates entering community colleges directly by 5.1

percentage points. Finally, a very recent study found that a $1,000 decrease in tuition resulted in a 3.5 percentage point

increase at the relevant community college, with about 30 percent of the increase coming from students who would not

have enrolled in college at all.

Institutional Capacity to Address Increases in Student Enrollment

In order for colleges to have the resources to serve students and provide at least the same “quality” of instruction and

student support services they provide current students, they would, roughly, need to receive the same level of resources

“per student” from all revenue sources combined. In order to better serve students who may be directed toward already

under-resourced institutions, additional financing adjustments may also be necessary.

Reductions in state appropriations per full-time equivalent (FTE) student and increases in the costs of education

delivery means that tuition and fees make up a large percentage of an institution’s total revenue, although there is

variation in the amount that institutions receive per student: In 2017, per-FTE student revenue was $15,540 at public

master’s colleges, $14,060 at public colleges, and only $11,190 at public associate colleges.  Net tuition revenue made

up 47 percent of all revenue to public colleges in 2017, compared to 25 percent in 1990, in current dollars.  In short,

students and families are paying a significant portion of the cost of providing college instruction out-of-pocket (though

they have the help of federal aid, such as Pell grants, to help offset some of those costs).

This means, however, that there is a still a balance that state and local appropriations must provide to colleges.  This

distinction is important: If a “free college” program functions by effectively covering the 47 percent of costs currently

funded through tuition, institutions still need enough dollars to cover the balance of costs it takes to educate each new

student in order to maintain per FTE funding level per student. On average, state and local governments combined

appropriate about $9,600 per student at community colleges and about $12,000 per student at four-year public colleges
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to cover that balance.

A Framework for Financing

Given the total cost of educating a student at a public college, fully financing a free or debt-free college program may

require investments beyond students’ direct costs, particularly at revenue-constrained community colleges, which tend

to be the focus of free college efforts. In a field with relatively limited information about it available, policymakers,

whether state or federal, can draw on the most relevant research to prepare for potential funding needs. Both federal and

state policymakers will need to project out demand increases and fund the non-tuition costs needed to serve each new

student.

First, both federal and state policymakers designing a free or debt-free college program must determine how to project

enrollment increases due to increased affordability. Determining how comparable a program is to already-evaluated

programs such as the ones described above—in terms of scale of the benefit (first dollar or last dollar), how complicated

(wide-ranging eligibility and a simple benefit that reads like a tuition or cost reduction versus a more complex sign-up

requirement), and the level of investment in outreach and enrollment application assistance to students—can help

determine how similar the program might be to affordability efforts that have more limited, or more expansive, effects

on enrollment. For example, a program providing a significant first-dollar benefit may draw comparisons to the

Kalamazoo Promise and the Indiana 21st Century Scholars program. A program providing only a last-dollar scholarship

to recent high school graduates may draw comparisons to the Oregon Promise.

Those enrollment effects will then need to be contextualized within broader demographic, social, and economic trends of

either the state implementing the program or, for federal efforts, the national picture. States with a stagnating number of

eighteen-to-twenty-four-year-old residents will have fewer high school graduates and, consequently, lower projected

enrollment numbers to begin with. The racial, ethnic, and socioeconomic demographics of prospective college students

also matters, as some states are experiencing increases in the percent of residents from diverse backgrounds, or in the

number of first-generation college students. States with healthy economies, particularly in fields that do not require a

postsecondary credential, will also likely expect smaller demand: during the Great Recession, enrollment at public, two-

year colleges (i.e. community colleges) increased drastically due to more limited job prospects,  but as the economy has

improved in recent years, enrollment in community colleges has steadily declined.  In other words, in some states, a

new affordability program may fill available seats in the classroom, making up for declining numbers of college entrants

that some schools anticipate in the coming year. And getting this slightly wrong may be easily correctable on the smaller

scale, not unlike other demographic shifts that schools project and then correct for on a yearly basis.
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In other cases, large-scale federal affordability programs may significantly increase demand. For example, the

Georgetown Center on Education and the Workforce projected that the Hillary Clinton “free college” plan would increase

enrollment at public colleges by 9–22 percent.  Failing to fully prepare for a larger impact on capacity needs created

through a one-time, large federal legislative effort, for example, could leave schools further straining to adequately serve

students for years to come. In some cases—for example, at flagship institutions—it could lead to an unintended policy

consequence of institutions adopting more selective admissions criteria, which may limit access for students, particularly

those from historically underrepresented backgrounds.

In order to maintain funding support for new enrollees at their current level—that is, to avoid cutting funding per

student—a “free college” program would need to increase per FTE revenue to colleges by the projected increase in

student enrollment. These additional revenues would need to be based on projections of enrollment increases at relevant

institutions and on, at the least, the current commitment of per FTE dollars from the state.

For example, in the case of Colorado, funding allocations per full-time equivalent (FTE) student varies widely from

system to system (see Table 2).  The University of Northern Colorado receives the most per-student state funding:

$4,397. The Community Colleges of Colorado System receives $3,089 per student across its thirteen campuses, on

average. Per-student funding is lowest at the University of Colorado system ($2,231), whose campuses depend more

heavily on tuition revenue and non-resident tuition payers. (For context, this is actually the opposite of most states, who

generally fund their community colleges at a lower per-FTE rate than their four-year institutions.)

If policymakers in Colorado design a program in which they project a 5 percent net increase at community colleges

(which translates to an about 2,500 students), they will need to appropriate an additional $7.6 million to ensure that the

colleges can continue existing levels of support, per student—and be prepared to adjust after new data comes in after the

first year of the program.

TABLE 2
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State Funding to Higher Education Per Full-Time Equivalent Student in Colorado

FY 2017–18
Number of

Campuses

Total FTE Student

Enrollment

Total State

Funding

Per FTE

Funding

University of Colorado System 4 58,313 130,068,157 2,231

Colorado State University System 3 29,884 83,260,917 2,786

University of Northern Colorado 1 8,989 39,522,408 4,397

Community Colleges of Colorado

System
13 49,703 153,547,255 3,089

Source: Compiled by authors from Colorado Department of Higher Education data, using the total state higher

education funding allocations in each system and dividing by the total full-time equivalent (FTE) enrollment.

A federal affordability effort, particularly one structured as a federal–state partnership, would need to incorporate those

additional costs in the money it sends to states, while also adequately funding the federal share of the costs, so that states

are not incentivized to limit seats in order to limit their share of the costs.

Certainly, federal policymakers may be dissatisfied with the level of current state per-student funding provided to

institutions, and can and should go take a third step to increase existing institutional funding levels and change funding

structures. Federal affordability efforts in particular can craft incentives to address three existing inequities in enrollment

trends and in current state appropriations to colleges:

State funding variation. States vary in their level of funding towards higher education. In 2017, educational

appropriations per FTE student ranged from $2,695 per FTE student in Vermont to $17,555 in Wyoming. A federal

proposal would need to identify an adequate level of funding needed to support new students, and may set that level

above the existing per FTE appropriations that some states currently provide—tying eligibility for new federal dollars

to the condition that low-support states increase their per FTE student funding levels.

Community college underfunding. The majority of statewide Promise programs are restricted to two-year colleges,

and most two-year colleges have less funding than their four-year counterparts, despite serving a population of

students from more underrepresented and under-resourced backgrounds.  While programs targeting new financial
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aid to community colleges may stem the enrollment decline projected by some colleges (assuming the economy does

not enter into a recession), they may also raise the question of whether existing per student levels of support are

enough.

Support for underrepresented students. If affordability programs are designed well, they will increase the enrollment

of students who are traditionally underrepresented in higher education institutions, particularly low-income

students and students of color. Because those students often come from under-resourced high schools, increases in

enrollments will also require that colleges invest further in evidence-based student support services, including

financial aid counselors, academic advisors, mentorship programs, etc.  Programs designed to increase enrollment

of Pell-eligible students, for example, should also fund wraparound supports that make it more likely those students

will persist and graduate.

Depending on the scale and structure, free or debt-free college programs may increase enrollment of new students.

Without similarly funding the capacity to educate and support those students, institutions may not have the resources to

serve those students well. If policymakers structure new programs to anticipate and fund colleges to adequately serve

increased numbers of students, these programs have greater potential to open the gates of higher education, move the

needle toward a more educated populace, and provide not just individual benefits but larger social and economic

benefits to the state pursuing the policy.

Notes

48

49

1. Capacity constraints may also incentivize policymakers to avoid that increase in demand in the first place by putting

limits on who can qualify for free college programs in order to temper demand and capacity challenges, and those limits,

such as merit or age requirements, can further restrict opportunities for underrepresented students. Jen Mishory, “The

Future of Statewide College Promise Programs,” The Century Foundation, March, 2018,

https://tcf.org/content/report/future-statewide-college-promise-programs/.

2.  Note: The definition of a Promise program varies. For purposes of this paper, we do include programs that require a

2.5 minimum GPA, but consider other programs to be merit aid, and not Promise programs. We also only include

programs that cover at least all tuition, if not more. Programs that give significant grants but do not cover tuition are

included in a separate section.

3. Robyn Hiestand and Tennessee Higher Education Commission, “The Promise of the College Promise,” College Promise

Campaign, Spring 2018, http://collegepromise.org/policy-tools/the-promise-of-the-college-promise.

4. Robyn Hiestand and Tennessee Higher Education Commission, “The Promise of the College Promise,” College Promise

Campaign, Spring 2018, http://collegepromise.org/policy-tools/the-promise-of-the-college-promise.

5. Robyn Hiestand, “The Promise of the College Promise,” College Promise Campaign, Tennessee Higher Education
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